The ‘WE’ range with tank, pump
and electric control
The pedestrian walk safe booms are an
aluminium, shrouded boom that is light
tough and durable. It can be easily
transported in a utility vehicle. There
are 2 variants. A Hose Fed unit where
an umbilical hose is required from a
your sprayer, or one with a built in tank
and 12v pump. A 12v motorcycle battery is enough to run it for 18 greens
between charges. It has a 25lt tank,
nozzle flow indicators so the operator
can see the flow to each nozzle
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The ‘WG’ range fed from an
umbilical from your sprayer

•
•

3 wheels ensure even & perfect nozzle height
Light and easily transported
Available in 3 sizes > 1m > 1.5m > 2.0m
Easy on / off switch for tank version (WG)
Easy on/off lever for umbilical version
Nozzle flow indicators
Totally enclosed spraying

The aluminium mini demountable sprayer is ideal for those needing a quick answer to spraying. It can be put onto
any utility vehicle. It requires a 12v feed to run the pump. It has an in cab electric control fitted as standard. The
tank capacity is 180lt. The boom is 3m. It can be lifted into the truck in minutes. It weighs only 60kg total!

Available with clip on covers
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The latest Rogers windfoil range of shrouded booms, are by far the most sophisticated
and professional on the market. They are
the ONLY windfoil booms that totally enclose the spray whilst travelling over just
about ANY ground undulation. A strong
aluminium construction and tough durable
UV resistant plastic make this sophisticated
THE WGF 13 has a 6m boom width
design very light and leaves no marks on
soft greens. The wheels have proper bearings within them and have a grease nipple
for lubrication. Triple nozzles are also standard on this
boom. Every nozzle has its own flow indicator so the operator can easily see the flow to each outlet. Electric folding
wings and electric
forward tilt to allow the boom to be dropped so it can enter
low door ways. These are standard features.

This boom can be fitted to ANY sprayer, truck or tractor

Following a negative contour means NO drift

One complete tunnel across the whole boom with no
gaps for wind to alter the spray pattern

The ‘Yard’ sprayer is
ideal for spraying sensitive areas where drift
cannot be accepted at
all.
It allows you to
spray drive ways and
small areas without fear
of damaging the area
surrounding the target. !t has a 180lt tank,
an electric pump and in
cab on/off control.
Attaches to any 3 point
linkage machine. There is enough agitation to keep the
chemical evenly distributed throughout the tank.

Spraying in a force 8 without issue

What support will I get?
We are the UK’s leading
golf and amenity spraying
specialist. We keep over
£500K of sprayer parts in
stock in the UK! We have a
team of specialists in our
own vans with a full stock of
parts on board, covering the entire UK. Our professional dealers use us to provide continuous
product support for your entire ownership of the
machine. We offer onsite annual services and
NSTS tests.

✓

ACCURACY <> PRECISION
the professionals choice by far

